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In restricted factor analysis each of the elements in
the matrices (of factor loadings, factor correlations,
and unique variances and covariances) can be fixed,
free to be estimated, or constrained. In this paper it is
argued that the common practice of constraining some
parameters at 0 often is not psychologically meaning-
ful. Alternative procedures for constraining parameters
are presented and illustrated using data based on the
Luria model. Index terms: Constrained parame-
ters, Factor analysis, Factor correlations, Factor
loadings, Factor uniqueness.

Many applications of factor analysis use pro-
cedures such as the analysis of covariance struc-
tures (e.g., J6reskog, 1969, 1978; ~cl~&reg;n~ld, 1978,
1980), especially using the USREL computer pro-
gram (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1978). These methods
have been heralded as &dquo;perhaps the most important
and influential statistical revolution to have oc-
curred in the social sciences&dquo; (Cliff, 1983, p. 115).
Yet Cliff also argued that these methods may in-
stead &dquo;become a disaster&dquo; because &dquo;they seem to
encourage [the researcher] to suspend his normal
critical faculties&dquo; (p. 116). ~le then detailed four
reasons for this presentiment: that data do not con-
firm a model, they only fail to disconfirm it; that
an assumed cause-and-effect relationship may not
actually exist; that just because researchers name
factors, this does not mean that they understand

them, or even that factors have been named cor-

rectly ; and that hindsight can be unreliable. (Be-
cause of these reasons and others, the generic name
&dquo;restricted&dquo; is preferred over &dquo;confirmatory’&dquo; fac-
tor analysis.)

Even before the analyses commence, problems
can occur relating to the choice of items. In an

attempt to create a set of items with a single un-
derlying dimension or common factor, some re-
searchers might select items that differ from each
other only by the use of synonyms or by para-
phrasing. Clearly, this effort would be fruitless.

Further, it should not be surprising that a particular
factor does not emerge from an analysis of a set
of items if there are insufficient variables in the set

to define that factor.
Once the analysis begins, the researcher can make

poor judgments, for example regarding the choice
of computer programs (MacCallum, 1983). Usu-

ally these errors in judgment are a consequence of
depending upon &dquo;default&dquo; options. These options
are not suitable for every dataset to be analyzed.
For example, a common option of questionable
merit is the choice of eigenvalues greater than 1 to

determine the number of factors. The researcher

should examine carefully the defaults in a computer
program and, if necessary, make substitutions based
on a knowledge of the theory underlying the data.
A default commonly used in restricted factor

analysis is the use of Os as constrained parameters.
Some background is necessary to illustrate this

problem. The usual factor-analytic model can be
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represented by the matrix equation
C = FSF’ +U2 , 9 ( 1 )
where C is the covariance of correlation matrix, F
is the matrix of factor loadings, S is the matrix of
correlations between factors, and U contains the

unique variances and covariances. In many unre-
stricted factor analyses, only the factor loadings
and unique variances are reported because of two
common defaults: ( 1 ) an orthogonal (e.g., Vari-
max) solution, where S is the identity matrix, and
(2) the assumption that U is a diagonal matrix,
implying that the unique covariances are all 0.

In restricted factor analysis, the matrices of F,
S, and U can be patterned so that each of their
elements can be fixed, free to be estimated, or
constrained. The most common use is to pattern F
so that the variables are allowed to load only on a
particular factor, to allow the off-diagonal elements
of S to be estimated, and to estimate U as a diagonal
matrix. As McDonald (1980) has shown, pattern-
ing embodies most null hypotheses of interest in
multivariate analysis, &dquo;namely that certain co-

variances, variances, correlations or regression
weights are zero or equal&dquo; to one another (p. 162).

Typically, researchers have set up hypotheses
relating to the patterning in the data by setting some
elements to 0 and leaving some elements free to
be estimated. The fixed elements, however, do not
have to be 0, and there are occasions when it is

psychologically meaningful to allow the fixed val-
ues to be other than 0. The major purpose of this
paper is to give instances of the inappropriate use
of Os and to present methods for estimating nonzero
constrained elements.

the Factor Loadings

In restricted factor analysis, a factor loading is
fixed at 0 if it is believed that the corresponding
factor does not contribute to that variable. For ex-

ample, a battery of marker tests has been developed
to identify three factors: simultaneous processing,
successive processing, and attention. These factors
are central to the model of information processing
proposed by Luria (1978).
The tests used to identify simultaneous process-

ing usually involve the ability to reason with im-
ages of spatial arrays without altering the relation-
ships between components. An example of such a
test is the Matrix rotation test (Fitzgerald, 1971 ).
Forty sets are drawn of a 3 x 3 dot matrix and the
test requires the retention and recall of these visual
patterns, or their mental manipulation. The first 20
items are presented for 5 seconds, and then the
examinee is allowed 10 seconds to reproduce the
shape on a supplied empty dot matrix. The second
20 items are presented for 15 seconds and then the
examinee is asked to mentally rotate the shape 180
degrees before reproducing it.
The tests used to identify successive processing

involve stimuli that evoke a particular chain of
successive links. An example is letter span (Ek-
strom, French, & Harman, 1976). This test consists
of a series of letters presented visually, and the
examinee is asked to write them down in original
order at the end of presentation. The size of the
series (from 4 to l letters) varies randomly over
20 presentations. The scoring emphasizes the main-
tenance of correct serial order within the series.
The final factor is attention, and the tests used

involve selecting essential elements in a processing
task. A typical task presents a mixed series of let-
ters or numbers, and at the end of presentation the
examinee is asked to recall either the letters or the
numbers. The scoring is also based on the correct
serial order of recall.

The present authors’ research over the past 10

years has investigated a variety of measures; a ma-
jor aim has been to locate measures of simultaneous
and successive processing that are uncorrelated.
Given Luria’s theories, it is not hypothesized that
attention measures are uncorrelated with the si-

multaneous and successive factors.
The remainder of this paper uses restricted factor

analysis based on six datasets. Each set is based
on different marker tests for the three factors. For
reasons that will become clearer, the computer pro-
gram cosAN (Fraser, 1982) was used, rather than
the more widely available LISREL 1

’A reviewer has pointed out that the BMDP program EQS also
handles the inequality constraints discussed in this paper.
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Table 1

Representation of the Seven Tests Using Typical
Restricted Factor Analysis

.. - ’&dquo;’-

Without considering the detailed context of the
variables, the patterning illustrated in Table 1 might
appear to be reasonable. The three factors were

labeled as simultaneous processing, successive

processing, and attention span. The Xs indicate
elements that are free to be estimated, whereas the
Os and 1s are to be fixed at those values. Because

U is patterned as a diagonal matrix of unique var-
iances, only those elements are listed in Table 1.

Analysis of this patterning produced the summary
fit statistics for each dataset; these are presented in
the first row in Table 2.

Constraining the fixed factor loadings to exactly
0, however, is not consonant with knowledge of
how these dimensions should theoretically relate
to each other (see Das, Kirby, & Jarman, 1979;
Klich, 1983; Walton, 1983). From Luria’s theory,
it is expected that the successive tests will have
nonzero estimates on the attention factor. Conse-

quently, rather than allowing the values for these
successive tests free to be estimated, it is desired

that the loadings be small but not constrained ex-
actly to 0. It is more reasonable to constrain the

values to be bounded, for example between - .25
and .25. Another method of constraint is ordering
the parameters by magnitude (e.g., for the Luria
data it might be specified that on factor 1, variables
1 and 2 should have loadings greater than the other
five variables).

Both types of constraints can be handled by re-
parameterization within COSAN. When a parameter

is unconstrained it may take on any value in the
interval ( - 00, + oo). To impose bounds to constrain
a parameter within the interval (~, b~ estimate the
quantity

in place of the free parameter 0. McDonald (1980)
suggested another method to impose bounds and
also proposed a method to impose an ordering on
the parameters so that, for example, -- ~~ = ...

X,. It is possible to reparameterize by estimating

Other kinds of reparameterizations are possible.
When using ~&reg;s.~~9 the researcher may use any

type of constraint, provided the corresponding re-
parameterizations can be provided as shown above.
These methods to impose bounds to a constrained
parameter also could be used to constrain the com-
mon variance to be no greater than permitted by
the reliability (see Rindskopf, 1983).
The Luria data were reanalyzed by using the first

type of constraint mentioned above: Some of the
factor loadings were constrained to be in the in-
terv~l ~ - .259.25) and the remaining constrained
values were set to 0. These values must be chosen
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on theoretical grounds. The aim in the present case
was to develop measures of simultaneous and suc-
cessive processing that were independent of each
other. Given that a &dquo;test&dquo; does not completely
dictate the person’s style of processing, it was re-

alized that some successive tests may require some
simultaneous processing (and vice versa).
The values of ± .25 seemed a reasonable com-

promise between a zero and a meaningful salient-
loading. Unfortunately, it is not yet possible to test
inequalities for statistical necessity (but see Shap-
iro, 1985, for some suggestions). Further defense
of these bounds is outside the scope of this paper
and, although reasonable, will serve for illustration
purposes only. Obviously, different values may be
more appropriate in other situations, and the choice
of values must depend on theoretical considera-
tions.

In Table 2, the chi-square value for the model
with no range constraints is presented first to enable
comparisons with models with range constraints.
There was a significant improvement in only two
of the six cases-for the Walton (1983) and Ran-
sley (198 1) d~t~-~her~ large constraints were added
to the factor structure. The results of these analyses
are presented in the second row in Table 2.

the Correlations
Between Factors

It has not been possible to find a published ex-
ample of a restricted factor analysis wherein the
factors are uncorrelated, that is, where S is fixed
as an identity matrix. There are many psycholog-
ical theories, however, that assume that the factors
are uncorrelated. A simple example will illustrate
why it is not usual to find examples of uncorrelated
factors. Suppose S is an identity matrix and F has
the simple structure pattern

Then FSF’ = FF’ will have the pattern

If U is a diagonal matrix, any difference between
the estimated C (= FSF’ + U2 ) and the observed
correlation matrix will have the observed correla-

tions as residuals wherever there are Os. If corre-

lated factors are allowed, the fit will be much bet-
ter.

It is possible, however, to combine uncorrelated
factors and the methods outlined above, imposing
bounds around the fixed values in the factor loading
matrix to produce reasonable fit. It is also possible
to constrain the correlations between factors such

that they are between - . 25 and .25. The summary
statistics for both an orthogonal model and a con-
strained model ( - .25,.25~ are presented in Table
2.

the U Matrix

Typically, the U matrix has parameters in the
diagonal that correspond to the unique variances,
and fixed Os elsewhere that correspond to the unique
covariances. The unique variances, or unique-
nesses, represent the amount of variance in a given
variable that is not accounted for by the common
factors.

A problem encountered with estimating unique-
nesses is that zero or negative estimates can arise.
When this happens, the corresponding variables are
termed Heywood cases and they indicate that an
improper solution has been found and/or that the
variable has no measurement error. Further, when
estimating the off-diagonal unique covariances, the
resulting U matrix should be positive definite. It is
possible to formulate the model for cosAN so that
the resulting U matrix is non-negative definite, thus
ensuring non-negative uniquenesses. Instead of es-
timating the U matrix directly, a lower triangular
matrix W can be estimated and U = WW’, which
by definition is non-negative definite, can be com-
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puted. If the unique covariances need not be esti-
mated, W is a diagonal matrix and U = W2.
Of particular interest is the estimation of the off-

diagonal unique covariances. Typically these are
fixed at 0. However, these elements could be es-
timated in some models. Examples include mul-
timode factor analysis (Law, Snyder, Hattie, &

McDonald, 1984), longitudinal factor analysis (see
l~llcl7&reg;n~ld, 1980; S6rbom, 1975), and cases where
an item in a test contributes to different scales (such
as in the MMPi or Poi; see Hattie, 1981) or where
two scores are derived from one item (as in many
creativity tests; see Hattie & Rogers, 1986).

In the Luria data, the attention scores (Digit At-
tention and Letter Attention) are obtained from one
administration of 20 items. For each item a mixture

of letters and numbers is presented (e.g., L 8 T V
3 6 5) and the examinee is asked to recall either
the letters or the numbers. Thus, the unique co-
variance between the two scores may not be 0. The

datasets were reanalyzed allowing the unique co-
variance between the attention tests to be estimated

at any value (and, for the completeness of the ex-
amples, constrained between 0 and .25). Only a
trivial improvement in the fit of the four models

occurred, and the average unique covariance was
small (.17). The summary statistics for these anal-

yses are presented in Table 2.

Conclusions

Restricted factor analysis is becoming an influ-
ential and commonly used procedure. The proce-
dure is mathematically quite sophisticated and may
confuse the naive user, who may assume that cer-

tain defaults available in commonly used computer
programs are appropriate and correct for every pur-
pose.
A major issue is deciding which parameters should

be free, fixed, or constrained and, if constrained,
what type of constraint should be used. The type
of constraint includes imposing bounds, specifying
values, and ordering parameters. These decisions
depend critically on theoretical a priori justifica-
tions. There is little scientific merit in the present
practice of deciding, after an analysis, which pa-

rameters should be constrained (and how they should
be constrained) so as to improve fit. Brynner (1981),
for example, tried to fit a series of models after
successively inspecting the fit and residuals. He

claimed that indications of the adequacy of the
model are obtained by removing the zero con-
straints &dquo;one by one and observing the effect on
the maximum likelihood goodness-of-fit values&dquo;

(p. 524). These attempts have little justification.
Such pursuits violate good social science meth-

odology (Cliff, 1983). Many alternative models fit
the data, and many of these models will fit the data

equally well. As argued elsewhere (see Bentler &
Bonett, 1980; Hattie, 1981), it is probable that
testing competing theoretical models may lead to
more advances than merely attempting to &dquo;not re-

ject&dquo; a single model. Yet competing theoretical
models are not to be confused with models that

have been successively improved after inspection
of residual matrices, chi-squares, factor loadings,
or standard errors. This is not to eschew explora-
tory analysis. Much justification exists for explor-
ing, say, half the data so long as they are cross-
validated and preferably double cross-validated

(Hattie, 1981;MosteIler&Tukey, 1968, 1977).
If the researcher does have competing nested

models, then it is possible to use the difference in
chi-squares test (Bentler & Bonett, 1980). These
differences do not take into account that the prob-
abilities from the chi-squares come from the same
sample, and it is not certain that the degrees of
freedom are correct (see Mcl3&reg;r~~ld ~ Krane, 1979).
Rindskopf (t983) suggested that when constraints
such as suggested above were introduced, an ad-
ditional degree of freedom could be counted for
each active constraint.

Schmitt (1978) suggested that a x2/dfraÜo larger
than 10 indicates an inadequate fit, while a ratio
less than I indicates a model fits &dquo;too well.&dquo; A

model that fits too well, claimed Schmitt, could be
unstable in future samples. In the present example,
all but one model fits adequately. Yet this ratio
provides no information about the relative fit, nor
does there seem to be any justification for the index.

Alternative and justifiable methods for compar-
ing various models have been advanced by Bentler
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and Bonett (1980) and Buse (1982). Their index
is calculated as

where X2 1 and X2 are competing models and X2 is
based on the general null model of 0 common fac-
tors. In the present example, all solutions are a
substantial improvement over the null model. There
were trivial differences between the models, how-
ever, provided the values in the off-diagonals of
the correlation matrix were free to be estimated.

There are many problems in deciding how to
constrain parameters in restricted factor analysis.
Allowing the constrained values to be 0 (as is com-
monly done, by default) involves as much of a
theoretical decision as selecting nonzero value(s).
The methods outlined in this paper illustrate the

means to calculate constrained values, and it must
be emphasized that the placement and the choice
of values depend on theoretical concerns. The pres-
ent authors agree with Cliff’s (1983) statement that
restricted factor analysis may be a disaster if the
methods encourage suspension of normal critical
faculties.
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